Abstract. An RNA sequence is a string composed of four types of nucleotides, A, C, G, and U . Given an RNA sequence, the goal of the RNA folding problem is to find a maximum cardinality set of crossingfree pairs of the form {A, U } or {C, G}. The problem is central in bioinformatics and has received much attention over the years. However, the current best algorithm for the problem still takes O n 3 log 2 (n) time, which is only a slight improvement over the classic O(n 3 ) dynamic programming algorithm. Whether the RNA folding problem can be solved in O(n 3− ) time remains an open problem. Recently, Abboud, Backurs, and Williams (FOCS'15) made the first progress by showing a conditional lower bound for a generalized version of the RNA folding problem based on a conjectured hardness of the k-clique problem. A drawback of their work is that they require the RNA sequence to have at least 36 types of letters, making their result biologically irrelevant. In this paper, we show that by constructing the gadgets using a powerful lemma of Bringmann and Künnemann (FOCS'15) and surrounding them with some carefully designed sequences, the framework of Abboud et al. can be improved upon to work for the case where the alphabet size is 4, yielding a conditional lower bound for the RNA folding problem.
Introduction
An RNA sequence is a string composed of four types of nucleotides, namely A, C, G, and U . Given an RNA sequence, the goal of the RNA folding problem is to find a maximum cardinality set of crossing-free pairs of nucleotides, where all the pairs are either {A, U } or {C, G}. The problem is central in bioinformatics and has found applications in many areas of molecular biology. See [14] and its citations for a more comprehensive exposition of the topic.
It is well-known that the problem can be solved in cubic time using a simple dynamic programming method [9] . Due to the importance of RNA folding in practice, there has been a long line of research on improving the cubic time algorithm (See e.g. [1, 12, 14, 15] ). Currently the best upper bound is O n 3 log 2 (n)
Assuming that SETH (Conjecture 1) holds, the following bounds are unattainable for any > 0:
-an O(n k− ) algorithm for k-dominating set problem [11] , -an O(n 2− ) algorithm for dynamic time warping, longest common subsequence, and edit distance [3, 6, 7] , -an O(m 2− ) algorithm for (3/2 − )-approximating the diameter of a graph with m edges [13] .
As remarked in [2] , it is easy to reduce the longest common subsequence problem on binary strings to the RNA folding problem as following: Given two binary strings X, Y , we letX ∈ {A, C} |X| be the string such thatX correspondence between RNA foldings ofX •Ŷ R (i.e. concatenation ofX and the reversal ofŶ ) and common subsequences of X and Y . It has been shown in [7] that there is no O(n 2− ) algorithm for longest common subsequence problem on binary strings conditioned on SETH, and we immediately get the same conditional lower bound for RNA folding from the simple reduction! Very recently, based on a conjectured hardness of k-clique problem (Conjecture 2), a higher conditional lower bound was proved for a generalized version of the RNA folding problem (which coincides with the RNA folding problem when the alphabet size is 4) [2] : Theorem 1 ( [2] ). If the generalized RNA folding problem on sequences of length n with alphabet size 36 can be solved in T (n) time, then 3k-clique on graphs with |V | = n can be solved in O T n k+2 log(n) time.
Therefore, a O(n ω− ) time algorithm for the generalized RNA folding with alphabet size at least 36 will disprove Conjecture 2, yielding a breakthrough to the parameterized complexity of clique problem.
However, the above theorem is irrelevant to the RNA folding problem in real life (which has alphabet size 4). It is unknown whether the generalized RNA folding for alphabet size 4 admits a faster algorithm than the case for alphabet size > 4. In fact, there are examples of string algorithms whose running time scales with alphabet size (e.g. string matching with mismatched [5] and jumbled indexing [4, 8] ). We also note that when the alphabet size is 2, the generalized RNA folding can be trivially solved in linear time.
In this paper, we improve upon Theorem 1 by showing the same conditional lower bound for the RNA folding problem: Theorem 2. If the RNA folding problem on sequences in {A, C, G, U } n can be solved in T (n) time, then 3k-clique on graphs with |V | = n can be solved in O T n k+1 log(n) time.
Note that we also get an O(n) factor improvement inside T (·), though it does not affect the conditional lower bound.
The current state-of-art algorithm for k−clique, which takesÕ n ωk/3 time, requires the use of fast matrix multiplication [10] which does not perform very efficiently in practice. For combinatorial, non-algebraic algorithm for k−clique, the current best one runs inÕ
time [17] , which is only slightly better than the trivial approach. As a result, by Theorem 2, even a O(n 3− ) time combinatorial algorithm for RNA folding will lead to an improvement for combinatorial algorithms for k−clique! In the proof of Theorem 1 in [2] , given a graph G = (V, E), a sequence of size n k+2 log(n) is constructed in such a way that we can decide whether G has a 3k-clique according to the number of pairs in an optimal generalized RNA folding of S. Such a construction requires many different types of letters in order to build various "walls" which prevent undesired pairings between different parts of the sequence. Hence extending their approach to take care of the case where the alphabet size is 4 may not be easy without aid from other techniques and ideas.
At a high level, our reduction (from 3k-clique problem to RNA folding problem) follows the approach in [2] : We enumerate all k-cliques, and each of them is encoded as some gadgets. All the gadgets are then put together to form an RNA sequence. The goal is to ensure that an optimal RNA folding corresponds to choosing three k-cliques that form a 3k-clique, given that the underlying graph admits a 3k-clique.
To achieve this goal without using extra types of letters that force the gadgets to match in a desired manner, we construct the gadgets via a key lemma in [7] , whose original purpose is to prove that longest common subsequence and other edit distance problems are SETH-hard even on binary strings. We will treat it as a black box and apply it multiple times during the construction. This powerful tool will allow us to test whether two k-cliques form a 2k-clique by the longest common subsequence between the two strings representing the two k-cliques.
In the final RNA sequence, all clique gadgets are well-separated by some carefully designed sequences whose purpose is to "trap" all the clique gadgets except three of them. Since we know that these three clique gadgets are guaranteed to match well if the graph has a 3k-clique, we can infer whether the graph has a 3k-clique from the optimal RNA folding of the RNA sequence.
Preliminaries
Given a set of letters Σ, the set Σ is defined as {x |x ∈ Σ}. We require that Σ ∩ Σ = ∅, and ∀x, y ∈ Σ, (x = y) → (x = y ). Therefore, we have |Σ | = |Σ| and |Σ ∪ Σ | = 2|Σ|.
For any X = (x 1 , . . . , x k ) ∈ Σ k , we write p(X) to denote (x 1 , . . . , x k ) (the letter p stands for the prime symbol). We denote the reversal of the sequence X as X R . The concatenation of two sequences X, Y is denoted as X • Y (or simply XY ). We write substring to denote a contiguous subsequence.
Two pairs of indices (i 1 , j 1 ), (i 2 , j 2 ), with i 1 < j 1 and i 2 < j 2 , form a crossing pair iff
Generalized RNA Folding. Given S ∈ (Σ ∪ Σ ) n , the goal of the generalized RNA folding problem is to find a maximum cardinality set A ⊆ {(i, j)|1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} among all sets meeting the following conditions:
-A does not contain any crossing pair.
We write RNA(S) = |A|. Any set meeting the above conditions is called an RNA folding of S. If its cardinality equals RNA(S), then it is said to be optimal.
In the paper we will only focus on the generalized RNA folding problem with four types of letters, i.e. Σ = {0, 1}, Σ = {0 , 1 }, which coincides with the RNA folding problem for alphabet {A, C, G, U }.
With a slight abuse of notation, sometimes we will write (
Longest Common Subsequence (LCS). Given X ∈ Σ n and Y ∈ Σ m , let the length of the longest common subsequence of X and Y be k, we define δ LCS (X, Y ) = n + m − 2k. It is easy to observe that RNA(X • p(Y R )) equals the length of LCS = (n + m − δ LCS (X, Y ))/2. In this sense, we can conceive of an LCS problem as an RNA folding problem with some structural constraint on the sequence.
In [7] , a conditional lower bound for the LCS problem with |Σ| = 2 based on SETH was presented. A key technique in their approach is a function that transforms an instance of an alignment problem between two sets of sequences to an instance of an LCS problem.
Alignments of two sets of sequences. Let X = (X 1 , . . . , X n ) and Y = (Y 1 , . . . , Y m ) be two linearly ordered sets of sequences of alphabet Σ. We assume that n ≥ m. An alignment is a set A =
That is, all sequences in Y are matched, and the matched positions in X are contiguous. The set of all alignments is denoted as A n,m , and the set of all structural alignments is denoted as S n,m .
The cost of an alignment A (with respect to X and Y) is defined as:
That is, unaligned parts of Y are penalized by
Given a sequence X, the type of X is defined as (|X|, i X[i]), where each letter is assumed to be a number. Note that when the alphabet is simply {0, 1}, i X[i] is simply the number of occurrences of 1 in X.
The following key lemma was proved in [7] (Lemma 4.3 of [7] ):
Lemma 1 ( [7] ). Let X = (X 1 , . . . , X n ) and Y = (Y 1 , . . . , Y m ) be two linearly ordered sets of binary strings such that n ≥ m, all X i are of type T X = ( X , s X ), and all Y i are of type
There are two binary strings
. . , Y m ) and an integer C meeting the following requirements:
-The types of S X , S Y and the integer C only depend on n, m,
Note that the term GA comes from the word gadget. Intuitively, computing an optimal alignment (or an optimal structural alignment) of two sets of sequences is at least as hard as computing a longest common subsequence. The above lemma gives a reduction from the computation of a number s with min A∈An,m δ(A) ≤ s ≤ min A∈Sn,m δ(A) (which can be regarded as an easier version of computing optimal alignments) to a single LCS instance.
We will use the above lemma as a black box to devise two encodings, the clique node gadget CNG(t) and the clique list gadget CLG(t), for a k-clique t in a graph in such a way that we can decide whether two k-cliques t 1 , t 2 form a 2k-clique according the value of δ LCS (CNG(t 1 ), CLG(t 2 )).
When invoking the lemma, X, Y are designed in such a way that we can test whether a condition is met (e.g. whether two given k-cliques form a 2k-clique) by the value of min A∈An,m δ(A). We will show that min A∈An,m δ(A) = min A∈Sn,m δ(A) for the case we are interested in. Therefore, we can infer whether the condition we are interested in is met from the value of δ LCS (S X , S Y ).
From Cliques to RNA Folding
The goal in this section is to prove Theorem 2.
Let G = (V, E) be a graph, and let n = |V |. We write C k to denote the set of k-cliques in G. We fix Σ = {0, 1}. As in [2] , we will construct a sequence S G ∈ (Σ ∪ Σ ) * such that we can decide whether G has a 3k-clique according to the value of RNA(S G ).
As our framework of the construction of S G is similar to the one in [2] , we will give the building blocks (for constructing S G ) the same names as their analogues in [2] , despite that they may have different lower-level implementations.
The high-level plan is described as following: In Section 3.1 we describe two encodings CNG(t), CLG(t) for a k-clique t based on the black box described in Lemma 1. In Section 3.2, adapting the encodings shown in the previous subsection as the building blocks, we present the definition of the binary sequence S G . We will give a lower bound on RNA(S G ) by demonstrating an RNA folding of S G , and the bound will depend on whether G has a 3k-clique.
The goal in the next two subsections is to show that the bound given in Section 3.2 is actually the exact value of RNA(S G ). In Section 3.3, we show that there exists an optimal RNA folding of S G meeting several constraints. These constraints will simplify the calculation of RNA(S G ), and we will work out the exact calculation in Section 3.4.
Testing 2k-cliques via LCS
We associate each vertex v ∈ V a distinct integer in {0, 1, . . . n − 1}. Let s v be the binary encoding of such integer with |s v | = log(n) . We definev to be the binary string resulted by replacing each 0 in s v with 01 and replacing each 1 in s v with 10. It is clear that for each v ∈ V ,v is of type T 0 = (2 log(n) , log(n) ), and δ LCS (ū,v) = 0 iff u = v.
In this subsection we present two encodings CNG(t), CLG(t) for a k-clique t such that we can infer whether two k-cliques t 1 , t 2 form a 2k-clique from the value of δ LCS (CNG(t 1 ), CLG(t 2 )).
For each v ∈ V , the list gadget LG(v) and the node gadget NG(v) are defined as following:
There is a constant c 0 , depending only on n, such that for any v 1 , v 2 ∈ V , we have
, where the number of occurrences of 1 log(n) 0 log(n) is n − |N (v 1 )|, and let Y = (v 2 ).
In view of Lemma 1, we have min
, for some C whose value depends on |X|, |Y|, and T 0 . As these parameters depend solely on n, the number C only depends on n.
Since |Y| = 1, any non-empty alignment between X and Y is structural. This implies that
As a result,
We let T X be the type of the list gadgets, and we let T Y be the type of the node gadgets. For each k-clique t = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u k }, we define the clique node gadget CNG(t) and the clique list gadget CLG(t) as following:
, where the number of occurrences of each LG(u i ) is k.
, where the number of occurrences of each NG(u i ) is k.
We are ready to prove the main lemma in the subsection:
There is a constant c 1 , depending only on n, k, such that for any
, where each LG(u i ) appears k times, and let
In view of Lemma 2, we have min
it is easy to observe that in order to achieve δ(A) = k 2 c 0 , all sequences in Y must be aligned (as the cost for any unaligned sequence in Y is now > c 0 ). Therefore, any alignment A with
In view of the above, min
Therefore, in view of Lemma 1, there exists a constant C such that:
Moreover, the value of C depends only on |X|, |Y|, T X , T Y . As these parameters depend solely on n, k, the number C only depends on n, k.
When t 1 ∪ t 2 is a 2k-clique, all vertices in t 1 are adjacent to all vertices in t 2 . In view of Lemma 2,
According to our definition of X and Y, we have
The following lemma is a simple consequence of Lemma 1:
Lemma 4. There exist four integers CNG,0 , CNG,1 , CLG,0 , CLG,1 ∈ O(k 2 n log(n)), such that for any t ∈ C k , -CNG,b = the number of occurrences of b in CNG(t), b ∈ {0, 1}.
Proof. As a consequence of Lemma 1, all CNG(t) have the same type, and all CLG(t) have the same type. Therefore, the existence of these four integers is guaranteed.
In view of Lemma 1, for all v ∈ V , both LG(v) and NG(v) have length at most (n + 1) · (2 log(n) + 2 log(n) ) = O(n log(n)). Applying Lemma 1 again, the length of both CNG(t) and CLG(t) for all t ∈ C k is (k 2 + k 2 )(O(n log(n)) + O(n log(n))) = O(k 2 n log(n)).
As a result, the four integers can be bounded by O(k 2 n log(n)).
The RNA sequence S G
Based on the parameters in Lemma 4, we define 0 = CNG,0 + CNG,1 + CLG,0 + CLG,1 = O(k 2 n log(n)); for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we set i = 100 i−1 ; and
The RNA sequence S G is then defined as following:
For any t ∈ C k , x ∈ {α, β, γ}, the string CG x (t) is called a clique gadget. Note that CG α (t) ∈ (Σ ∪ Σ ) * , CG β (t) ∈ Σ * , and CG γ (t) ∈ Σ * .
It is obvious that |S
Before proceeding further, we explain some intuitions behind the definition of S G and give a simple lower bound on RNA(S G ) by constructing an RNA folding as following:
-The pairings between letters in some 0 3 and some 0 4 sometimes make a clique gadget unable to participate in the RNA folding with other clique gadgets. In this sense, a clique gadget is said to be "blocked" if the letters within the clique gadget only pair up with other letters within the same clique gadget or some 0 in a 0 4 . Let's try linking all the 0 in all 0 3 to some 0 in some 0 4 in such a way that all clique gadgets are blocked except CG α (t α ), CG β (t β ), and CG γ (t γ ). This gives us 3(|C k | + 1) 3 amount of pairs. See Fig. 1 .
-For a clique gadget that is "blocked", our design of S G ensures that the number of pairs involving letters in the clique gadget (in certain optimal RNA foldings) is irrelevant to its corresponding k-clique (we will prove it later):
• For a blocked CG α (t), since 2 is significantly larger than 1 , 0 , an optimal way to pair up the letters is to match as many {1 , 1} as possible. This gives us 2 + min( CLG,1 , CNG,1 ) pairs.
• For a blocked CG β (t), since we do not have any 1 here, the best we can do is to match all 0 to some 0 4 . This gives us 2 1 + CLG,0 + CNG,0 pairs. • For a blocked CG γ (t), no matching can be made. Therefore, the total amount of pairs involving blocked clique gadgets is (|C k | − 1)(2 1 + 2 2 + min( CLG,1 , CNG,1 ) + CLG,0 + CNG,0 ). See Fig. 2 for an illustration.
-For the three clique gadgets that are not blocked, we will later see that (in certain optimal RNA foldings) CG α (t α ), CG β (t β ), CG γ (t γ ) correspond to a 3k-clique if the graph has one. It is a simple exercise to construct an RNA folding for
, CNG(t y ))) is the length of the LCS between CLG(t x ) and CNG(t y ). See Fig. 3 for an illustration. In light of the above discussion, we define: Fig. 3 . The matchings within the three selected clique gadgets.
-m 2 = 6 2 + 3 1 +
The next lemma, which gives a lower bound on RNA(S G ), is then implied instantly by the above discussion.
Ultimately we will show that RNA(S G ) = m 1 + m 2 , and clearly this offers enough information for us to decide whether G has a 3k-clique.
The following lemma calculates RNA(·) of some sequences, and they will be useful in the subsequent discussion.
Lemma 6. The following statements are true for any t, t ∈ C k :
Proof. The value of RNA(·) for each of the six sequences are calculated as following:
1. Linking as many 1 to 1 gets a matching of size m = 2 2 + min( CLG,1 , CNG,1 ). To see that it is optimal, it suffices to show that both (0 , 0) and (0, 0 ) cannot appear in an optimal RNA folding:
-If the RNA folding contains (0, 0 ) , then none of 1 can participate in the RNA folding. As the total number of 0 is 1 + CLG,0 , the size of RNA folding is at most 1 + CLG,0 < m. -If the RNA folding contains (0 , 0) , then at most CLG,1 number of letters within the middle 1 2 (the one between 0 1 and 0 1 ) can participate in the RNA folding. It implies that the number of (1 , 1) pairs in the RNA folding is at most CLG,1 + 2 . Hence the RNA folding size can be upper bounded by ( 1 + CLG,0 ) + ( CLG,1 + 2 ) < m. Let A be any RNA folding of S: -Case: there are some (0, 0 ) ∈ A where the 0 comes from the first 0 1 in S. Clearly, the substring 1 2 cannot participate in any pairing due to the pair (0, 0 ). Therefore, |A| ≤ |0 1 1
there are some (0 , 0) ∈ A where the 0 comes from the first 0 1 in S. In this situation, at most half of the 1 2 2 can participate in the RNA folding, since only the first 1 2 in S is reachable from 1 2 2 without crossing the pair (0 , 0). Therefore, |A| is at most the number of 0 and 1 in S minus 2 , i.e. |A| ≤ 2 1 + 3 2 < 1 + 4 2 .
-Case: the first 0 1 in S does not participate in the RNA folding. Then, |A| ≤ |1 2 1
Note that (1), (2), (3) in Lemma 6 imply that the RNA folding for blocked clique gadgets described in Fig. 2 is optimal, and the optimal number of pairings is irrelevant to the corresponding k-clique.
Optimal RNA foldings of S G
In the previous subsection, we describe an RNA folding of S G containing m 1 + m 2 pairs. The two key properties of this RNA folding are: Property 1. All 0 in all 0 3 are paired up with some 0 in some 0 4 .
Property 2. Almost all clique gadgets are "blocked" by the pairings between 0 3 and 0 4 , except the three clique gadgets: CG α (t α ), CG β (t β ), CG γ (t γ ), for some t α , t β , t γ ∈ C k .
The goal in this section is to show that there is an optimal RNA folding having the above two properties, which facilitates the calculation of RNA(S G ) in the next subsection. Proof. It immediately follows from the fact that 4 is greater than the total number of 0 in S G . It makes rematching all the letters in S 1 to some letters in S 2 possible. Lemma 8 ensures that there is an optimal RNA folding having Property 1:
There is an optimal RNA folding A of S G having Property 1.
Proof. Let's choose any RNA folding A of S G with |A| = RNA(S G ). In view of Lemma 7, we can assume that for each 0 3 in S G , either all its letters are matched to some 0 in the same 0 4 or none of its letters is matched to any 0 in some 0 4 . Let z denote the number of 0 3 such that none of its letters are matched to any 0 in any 0 4 .
For some t ∈ C k , and for some x ∈ {α, β, γ}, CG x (t) is said to be "trapped" in A if all letters within CG x (t) are either unmatched, matched to letters within CG x (t), or matched to letters in some 0 4 .
We note that a sufficient condition for CG x (t) to be trapped is that the letters in its two neighboring 0 3 are all matched to the same 0 4 . The cases that the condition is violated is enumerated as follows:
1. The two neighboring 0 3 of CG x (t) are matched to different 0 4 , and this occurs at most 2|{α, β, γ}| = 6 times (i.e. at most two times per x ∈ {α, β, γ}).
A neighboring 0
3 of CG x (t) is not matched to any 0 4 , and this occurs at most 2z times.
Therefore, the number of clique gadgets that are not trapped in A is at most 6 + 2z. Using this information, we can derive an upper bound of |A|:
(remaining clique gadgets)
In view of the calculation in Lemma 6, |A| is at most
Since 2 2 + min( CLG,1 , CNG,1 ) + 2 1 + CLG,0 + CNG,0 < 0.1 3 , and since the length of a clique gadget < 0.1 3 , we have:
Therefore, |A| < m 1 < RNA(S G ) if z > 0. Hence we must have z = 0, i.e. all 0 in all 0 3 are paired up with some 0 in some 0 4 .
To proceed further, some terminologies are needed to formally define the Property 2: Definition 1. Let A be an RNA folding of a sequence where S 1 , S 2 are two substrings (subsequences of consecutive elements). We write S 1 A ←→ S 2 iff -there exists {x 1 , x 2 } ∈ A with x 1 ∈ S 1 , x 2 ∈ S 2 . -S 1 , S 2 are disjoint substrings.
For example, "CG x (t 1 ) is blocked in A" is equivalent to "there exist no y ∈ {α, β, γ}, t 2 ∈ C k such that CG x (t 1 ) A ←→ CG y (t 2 )". Definition 2. M α is defined as the set of RNA foldings of S G such that A ∈ M α iff -A has Property 1, and -there exist t α,1 , t α,2 , t β , t γ ∈ C k such that t α,1 = t α,2 , and for any t 1 , t 2 ∈ C k , {u 1 , u 2 } ⊆ {α, β, γ},
M β and M γ are defined analogously. Definition 3. M α,β,γ is defined as the set of RNA foldings of S G such that A ∈ M α,β,γ iff -A has Property 1, and -there exist t α , t β , t γ ∈ C k such that for any
Using the above notions, it is clear that A ∈ M α,β,γ iff A has both Property 1 and Property 2. In the remainder of the subsection, we will prove that there exists an optimal RNA folding of S G that belongs to M α,β,γ .
To ease the notation, for each x ∈ {α, β, γ}, we call CG x (t) an x clique gadget, for all t ∈ C k ;
we write "C 1 and
Lemma 9. Let A be an optimal RNA folding of S G having Property 1. For any x ∈ {α, β, γ}, there does not exist two x clique gadgets
Proof. There is a substring 0 3 located between C 1 and C 2 . Existence of a pair in A linking a letter in C 1 and a letter in C 2 makes it impossible for any letter in the 0 3 be matched to any letter in any 0 4 , a contradiction.
Lemma 10. Let A be an optimal RNA folding of S G having Property 1. For any {x, y} ∈ {{α, β}, {α, γ}, {β, γ}}, there does not exist two distinct x clique gadgets C 1 , C 2 and two (not necessarily distinct) y clique gadgets C 3 , C 4 such that C 1
Proof. Clearly there must be a substring 0 3 located between C 1 and C 2 . However, since C 1 A ←→ C 3 and C 2 A ←→ C 4 , letters in the substring 0 3 can only be matched to letters in C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , letters between C 1 , C 2 , and letters between C 3 , C 4 . This contradicts Property 1.
Lemma 11. Let A be an optimal RNA folding of S G having Property 1. For any x ∈ {α, β, γ}, suppose that there exist two distinct x clique gadgets C 1 , C 2 such that C 1 A ←→ C 3 and C 2 A ←→ C 4 for some clique gadgets C 3 , C 4 . Then there does not exist any other pairs of clique gadgets that are linked in A.
Proof. Let y, z ∈ {α, β, γ} such that C 3 is a y clique gadget, and C 4 is a z clique gadget. By Lemma 9 and Lemma 10, x, y, z must be distinct.
Suppose that there exist two clique gadgets C 5 , C 6 that are linked in A such that {C 5 , C 6 } ∈ {{C 1 , C 3 }, {C 2 , C 4 }}. We show that it leads to a contradiction.
First of all, none of C 5 , C 6 can be an x clique gadget. Suppose that C 5 is an x clique gadget. Then by Lemma 9, C 6 is either a y clique gadget or a z clique gadget. In either way, Lemma 10 is violated.
Therefore, we can (without loss of generality) assume that C 5 is a y clique gadget, and C 6 is a z clique gadget.
Since C 1 , C 2 are distinct, there must be a substring 0 3 located between C 1 and C 2 . Since C 1 is linked to a y gadget, and since C 2 is linked to a z gadget, letters in the substring 0 (imaging S G as a circular string). However, the existence of a pair linking a letter in C 5 (an y clique gadget) and a letter in C 6 (a z clique gadget) implies that such 0 4 cannot be reached from the 0 3 without a crossing, a contradiction.
The following lemma directly follows from Lemma 8 and Lemma 11.
Lemma 12.
There exists an optimal RNA folding of S G that belongs to
Proof. By Lemma 8, we can restrict our consideration to optimal RNA foldings having Property 1. Let A be any such optimal RNA folding: Case 1: For each x ∈ {α, β, γ}, there is at most one x clique gadget that is linked to other clique gadgets. Then A ∈ M α,β,γ .
Case 2: For some x ∈ {α, β, γ}, there are two distinct x clique gadgets that are linked to other clique gadgets. By Lemma 11, A ∈ M x .
We are now in a position to prove the main lemma in the subsection: Lemma 13. There exists an optimal RNA folding of S G that belongs to M α,β,γ .
Proof. In view of Lemma 12, it suffices to show that for any A ∈ M α ∪ M β ∪ M γ , we have |A| < RNA(S G ).
Let t x,1 , t x,2 , t y , t z ∈ C k and {y, z} = {α, β, γ} \ {x} be the ones in the definition of M x . We let A ∈ M x . Each pair in A falls into one of the following categories:
-The ones linking a 0 in some 0 3 to a 0 in some 0 4 . There are exactly 3(|C k | + 1) 3 number of such pairs.
-The ones involving a letter in some CG u (t), where (u, t) ∈ {(x, t x,1 ), (x, t x,2 ), (y, t y ), (z, t z )}.
As any letter in such CG u (t) can only be matched to the letters within CG u (t) or 0 4 . The number of such pairs can be upper bounded by (|C k | − 2) max
-The ones involving a letter in some CG u (t), where (u, t) ∈ {(x, t x,1 ), (x, t x,2 ), (y, t y ), (z, t z )}. The number of such pairs can be upper bounded by max
Therefore, using Lemma 6, we can upper bound |A| as following:
By Lemma 5, we always have |A| < m 1 + m 2 ≤ RNA(S G ) (recall that m 2 ≥ 6 2 + 3 1 ).
Calculating RNA(S G )
In this subsection, we will prove that RNA(S G ) = m 1 + m 2 and finish the proof of Theorem 2.
In view of Lemma 13, when calculating RNA(S G ), we can restrict our attention to RNA foldings of S G in M α,β,γ . Based on the structural property of RNA foldings in M α,β,γ , we first reduce the calculation of RNA(S G ) to the calculation of optimal RNA foldings of much simpler sequences.
Proof. In view of Lemma 13, there is an optimal RNA folding of S G in M α,β,γ .
For any A ∈ M α,β,γ , let t α , t β , t γ ∈ C k be the ones in the definition of M α,β,γ . Then, each pair in A falls into one of the following categories:
-The ones involving a letter in some CG u (t), where (u, t) ∈ {(α, t α ), (β, t β ), (γ, t γ )}. As any letter in such CG u (t) can only be matched to the letters within CG u (t) or 0 4 . The number of such pairs can be upper bounded by (
-The ones involving a letter in some CG u (t), where (u, t) ∈ {(α, t α ), (β, t β ), (γ, t γ )}. The number of such pairs can be upper bounded by RNA(
In view of Lemma 6,
). Hence we conclude the proof.
The following auxiliary lemma is useful in the later discussion.
Lemma 15. Let S = S 1 • S 2 • S 3 ∈ {0, 1, 0 , 1 } * , where S 2 is either 11 or 1 1. Then RNA(S) = RNA(S 1 • S 3 ) + 1.
Proof. It suffices to show that there exists an optimal RNA folding of S such that the 1 and the 1 in S 2 are matched.
We first choose any optimal RNA folding A of S, and then we show that we can modify A in such a way that the 1 and the 1 in S 2 are matched without changing the number of matched pairs.
-Case: the 1 and the 1 in S 2 are already matched. We are done.
-Case: Exactly one of the 1 and the 1 in S 2 is matched. We first unmatch it, and then we pair up the 1 and the 1 . Doing so does not change the number of matched pairs. -Case: both of the 1 and the 1 in S 2 are matched to some other letters. Let the 1 be matched with x, and let the 1 be matched with y. Removing these two pairs from A and adding {x, y} and {1, 1 } to A does not change the number of matched pairs.
For any choices of three k-cliques t α , t β , t γ ∈ C k , we define:
where
S tα,t β ,tγ is simply a cyclic shift of the concatenation of CG α (t α ), CG β (t β ), and CG γ (t γ ) after removing the sequences of 1s and 1 s at the beginning and the end of these clique gadgets. The next lemma (together with Lemma 14) reduces the calculation of RNA(S G ) to the calculation of RNA(S tα,t β ,tγ ).
Proof. First of all, we state a few easy observations that will be applied in the proof:
-By simply matching only the letters in CG α (t α ), CG β (t β ), and CG γ (t γ ) (as described in Fig. 3) , we can infer that RNA(
The total number of 0 and 1 in 0 4 CG α (t α )0 4 CG β (t β )0 4 CG γ (t γ ) is at most 6 2 + 3.1 1 .
-the difference between the number of 1 and 1 in 0 4 
We claim that in any optimal RNA folding A of 0 4 CG α (t α )0 4 CG β (t β )0 4 CG γ (t γ ), all letters within all 0 4 are not matched:
-Claim: there is no 0 within CG β (t β ) matched to any 0 in the two 0 4 preceding and after
If there is such a pair, then at least 2 amount of 1 cannot participate in the RNA folding. Therefore, |A| ≤ (6 2 + 3.
-Claim: there is no 0 within CG β (t β ) matched to any 0 in the 0 4 in the beginning of the sequence. Suppose that there is such a pair. Then the 3 2 amount of 1 within 1
and within the first 1 2 in CG β (t β ) can only be matched to letters in CG α (t α ). However, the amount of 1 in CG α (t α ) is at most 2.1 1 , so at least 0.9 2 amount of 1 are not matched. Therefore, |A| ≤ (6 2 + 3.
-Claim: there is no 0 within CG α (t α ) matched to any 0 in any 0 4 . Suppose that there is such a pair. We can show that at least 2 amount of 1 cannot participate in the RNA folding, so |A| ≤ (6 2 + 3.1 1 ) − 2 < RNA(0 4 CG α (t α )0 4 CG β (t β )0 4 CG γ (t γ )).
• Case: a 0 within CG α (t α ) is matched to a 0 in the first 0 4 . Then the 1 2 2 in the beginning of CG α (t α ) cannot participate in the RNA folding.
• Case: a 0 within CG α (t α ) is matched to a 0 in the second 0 4 . Then letters in the two 1 2 in CG α (t α ) can only be matched to letters within p(CLG(t α ) R ). Hence at least 2 2 − 0.1 1 amount of 1 are unmatched. Since the difference between the number of 1 and 1 in 0 4 CG α (t α )0 4 CG β (t β )0 4 CG γ (t γ ) is at most 0.1 1 , at least 2 2 − 0.2 1 > 2 amount of 1 cannot participate in the RNA folding.
• Case: a 0 within CG α (t α ) is matched to a 0 in the third 0 4 . Then all 1 within CG β (t β ) can only be matched to 1 within CG α (t α ). It is obvious that the number of 1 within CG β (t β ) is at least 2 more than the number of 1 within CG α (t α ), so at least 2 amount of 1 cannot participate in the RNA folding. By calculating the exact value of RNA(S tα,t β ,tγ ), together with several previous lemmas, the next lemma shows that RNA(S G ) = m 1 + m 2 . Proof. In view of Lemma 5, 14, 16 , it suffices to show that RNA(S tα,t β ,tγ ) = 2 2 + 3 1 + 3 2 0 − 1 2 δ LCS (CLG(t α ), CNG(t β ))+ δ LCS (CLG(t α ), CNG(t γ )) + δ LCS (CLG(t β ), CNG(t γ )) .
First of all, it is easy to observe that RNA(S tα,t β ,tγ ) ≥ 2 2 + 3 1 , so for any optimal RNA folding A (of S tα,t β ,tγ ), we must have |A| ≥ 2 2 + 3 1 .
We claim that in any optimal RNA folding A of S tα,t β ,tγ , the following two statements are true:
-For each of the two 1 2 , there is a 1 that is matched to a 1 in the 1 2 2 .
-For each of the S tγ ,tα , S tα,t β , S t β ,tγ , there is a pair linking a 0 in its 0 1 and a 0 in its 0 1 .
For the first statement, suppose that one 1 2 does not have any letter matched to a 1 in the 1 2 2 . It is easy to observe that the number of 1 in S tα,t β ,tγ that does not belong to 1 2 2 is at most 0.1 1 . Therefore, |A| is at most the total number of 0 plus the total number of 1 minus ( 2 − 0.1 1 ). By a simple calculation, |A| ≤ 3.1 1 + (2 2 + 0.1 1 ) − ( 2 − 0.1 1 ) = 2 + 3.3 1 < RNA(S tα,t β ,tγ ). Therefore, we conclude the first statement. For the second statement, suppose that there is an S ∈ {S tγ ,tα , S tα,t β , S t β ,tγ } that has no pair linking a 0 in its 0 1 and a 0 in its 0 1 . Due to the first statement, any pairing involving 0 1 and 0 1 are confined to be within S. Therefore, the number of pairs involving letters in S is at most |S| − 2 1 ≤ 0.1 1 . This is certainly not optimal, since simply matching all 0 in 0 1 to all 0 in 0 1 gives us 1 amount of pairs. Therefore, we conclude the second statement.
